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gymnastics is the most recognized of the strength and conditioning disciplines,
and a handstand can be useful for everyone, from backpacking devotees to power
lifters, football players to boxers. cross-training, weightlifting, and other strength

and conditioning protocols are just some of the ways you can incorporate
handstands into your training. this includes handstands using barbells, dumbbells,
your own bodyweight, and even just hanging upside down. when a handstand is

mastered, it is not only one of the most beautiful feats of strength youll ever
witness, it is also an incredibly effective muscle builder, a fact that is perhaps best
illustrated by the photograph of the top of a gymnast. there is a certain symmetry
in the way that the human body is designed, and in the way that these gymnasts

have trained themselves to be a part of that design. if you are looking for the
ultimate way to get a cardio workout on the go, have fun, and build some killer

muscles, then start handstand training. and remember, remember that it does not
matter where in the world you do it, what day of the week, what time of day, or

what type of handstand progression you use, because youll always get a
tremendous pump. besides, if you are like me, youll find that doing handstands are
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pretty addicting. the benefits of developing muscular strength in the beginning are
greater than the benefits of training at a later stage of your training. although this
will probably be hard to believe, the muscles in your body get stronger from being

planted in a static position for a period of time. thats why youll notice that your
muscles are already stronger by the time you are able to do handstands. the

reason why is because of the muscles that you use in lifting your body weight.
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you now take your hands off your ankles and place them just outside your shoulder
width apart. you are now in the handstand position and can either place your back

hand on your hip or on your back knee. take a deep breath in and feel your
abdominals tighten. weve seen the building the gymnastics body program many

times, but it was always very slow and technical. christopher sommer has now put
it all together in one easy-to-follow course. its called foundation and it has so much
value that it should be a part of any gymnasiums program. when you think about

it, you spend most of your life in the gym in one form or another. while a lot of
gyms exist to build muscle and burn fat, many arent exactly designed for any sort
of body-wide conditioning. still, theyre the place where most people go to get into

shape. christopher sommer, the founder of the sommer method, knows that.
christopher sommer knows the importance of conditioning the mind and body. he
knows that a well-rounded fitness routine incorporates both strength training and
cardiovascular exercises. he knows that, despite the popularity of high-intensity
training, most people feel that they need to go even harder. while that may be

true for those who train with weights, it just doesnt work for everyone. thats why
christopher created the sommer method. the sommer method is a unique blend of

strength and cardio training, designed to reach your goals quickly and safely. i
have been using the sommer method since the early days. i started it because i
knew its principles and i wanted to see what it was all about. i loved the results i

got and realized that the sommer method is a different approach to fitness
training. 5ec8ef588b
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